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What is Panzer Dragoon?

● Panzer Dragoon is a 3D shooting game for Sega 
Saturn.

● It was released on March 10, 1995 in Japan and 
May 11, 1995 (surprise launch!) in the US. Next 
year is its 25th anniversary.

● Sega asked me to create either a racing game or 
a shooting game for Saturn. I chose racing, but 
Gale Racer was greenlit soon after, so I went with 
shooting instead.
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What Led to the Creation of a Shooting Game

About Dragons

● I was told that Virtua Fighter was a must-see if 
I was going to make a 3D game. 

● When I saw the realistic character movements, 
I knew it was exactly what I was looking for.

● If I could ride anything, what would I choose to 
ride? A dragon, of course!
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The Dream of Making a Game That’s Like a Movie

● Show the game as a contiguous story that flows seamlessly from beginning to end.

● Maximize the use of on-screen information to work the player’s imagination.

● Insert polygonal cutscenes during interludes that use objects from the game proper.

● Create music that matches the fixed pace of the game’s progression, like a movie.
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Visual Concepts

● Created by designer Manabu Kusunoki.
● Like Star Wars, Dune, and so on, we created materials related to the cultures and 
landscapes of Panzer Dragoon’s fictional world and applied them to the game design. 
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Visual Concepts: The Ancient Age
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Visual Concepts: The Empire
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Visual Concepts: Dragons, Attack Organisms
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Visual Concepts: The World
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Take Down the PlayStation!

● Sony’s PlayStation was set to be released 
around the same time as the Sega Saturn.

● The PlayStation had a reputation for having 
superior 3D capabilities. 

● With this in mind, how could we create visuals 
that wouldn’t be possible on the PlayStation?
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Two Completely Different Sequels in Zwei and Saga

Following the market reaction to the release of the first game, 
it was decided that sequels would be made.

Zwei: A sequel that built upon on the 

first game’s shooting elements.

Saga: A sequel that focused on world-

building and character development.
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What We Tried to Achieve with Zwei

● More types of dragons
● Dragon evolutions
● Varied playstyles: highly mobile / heavily armored
● Bombs (Berserk attack)
● Walking on the ground
● Maps with branching paths
● Improved framerate (from 20 FPS to 30 FPS)
● Smoother visuals: lasers, dragons, the camera
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Ground Stages 

to Accentuate the Sensation of Flight
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Maps are divided into blocks;

The game looks at: A) the percentage of enemies shot down in each block, and 
B) how much time elapses between enemies spawning and being shot down.

● The above results determine the difficulty of 

the next block.

● Continue enough times and the difficulty level 

is reduced.

● The resulting change in difficulty impacts the 

number of enemies that spawn and how many 

bullets they fire.

● There are six difficulty levels in total.

● Higher difficulty levels apply multipliers to 

the points earned, causing the player’s 

overall score to rapidly increase.

ADEC SYSTEM (Automatic Difficulty Adjustment)
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What We Tried to Achieve with Saga



RPG Battles That Play Like 3D Shooters
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Fully 3D Miniature Gardens That Can Be 

Navigated Freely

● We created a form of gameplay 
that allowed players to freely 
explore 3D areas.

● Freely explore towns where the 
time of day changes.

● Obtain info by interacting with 
objects or people in towns near and 
far, just like in real life.
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Fully Voiced, Fully 3D Events
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How We Were Able to Rise to the Challenge

● We were able to make changes in game mechanics that accompanied the 
arrival of new hardware.

● The entire industry shared a desire to turn games into something new.

● Due to all that we lacked and didn’t yet understand, we had no choice but to 
try whatever came to mind.

● SEGA had exceptionally talented staff due to a company culture of having 
employees engage in work that fell outside of their fields of specialization.

“Youthful Energy”


